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We calculated the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of FeSe within density-functional
theory at the generalized gradient approximation level. First, we studied how the bandwidth of the
d-bands at the Fermi energy are renormalized by adding simple corrections: Hubbard U , Hund’s
J and by introducing long-range magnetic orders. We found that introducing either a striped or a
staggered dimer antiferromagnetic order brings the bandwidths—which are starkly overestimated at
the generalized gradient approximation level—closer to those experimentally observed. Second, for
the ferromagnetic, the striped, checkerboard and the staggered dimer antiferromagnetic order, we
investigate the change in magnetic formation energy with local magnetic moment of Fe at a pressure
up to 6 GPa. The bilinear and biquadratic exchange energies are derived from the Heisenberg model
and noncollinear first-principles calculations, respectively. We found a non-trivial behavior of the
spin-exchange parameters on the magnetization, and we put forward a field-theory model that
rationalizes these results in terms of two-dimensional spin and orbital fluctuations. The character of
these fluctuations can be either that of a standard density wave or a topological vortex. Topological
vortexes can result in mesoscopic magnetization structures.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

The structurally simplest quasi-two-dimensional (2D)
iron chalcogenide superconductor (ICS) FeSe1 is of in-
terest to the condensed matter and materials physics
community because of the unconventional superconduct-
ivity, the not yet understood origin of the nematic phase
and the absence of a long-range magnetic order2–6. The
electronic structure and magnetic properties of the par-
ent phase are intensely investigated, as they may help to
explain those exotic properties.

FeSe presents a peculiar electronic structure, that it
shares with other ICSs. The dxy and dxz/yz orbital-
derived bands around the Fermi level all contribute to
the relevant physics of superconductivity, nematicity and
magnetism, for which ICSs are said to have a multi-
orbital multi-band nature. This makes the use of effect-
ive models more difficult than for cuprates, for which a
single-band effective model is sufficient. On the other
hand, standard density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations are known to strongly overestimate—by nearly a
factor eight and four respectively7—the bandwidth of the
relevant bands around the Fermi level when compared
with ARPES experiments.7–9

The renormalization of the conventional DFT band-
width is the signature of correlation, which is missing
at this level of theory. Calculations including strong
local correlation at different levels of theory10–15 (addi-
tion of Hubbard’s U , slave-boson theory, Density Mean
Field Theory either on top of conventional DFT, hybrid
DFT or quasiparticle GW) have been performed with
partial success in reproducing the bandwidth of the relev-
ant bands. A different approach has been taken in Ref.16

which applied conventional DFT to a paramagnetic su-

percell and found the bandwidth of the dxy and dxz/yz
bands is strongly renormalized compared to nonmagnetic
calculations, in quite good agreement with the ARPES
results. Further, their effective band structure also re-
produces the large broadening of the dxy band around
the Γ point. The latter work points to a strong inter-
play between electronic and magnetic properties and the
need to consider the magnetic structure of FeSe to repro-
duce its electronic structure. Indeed, despite the absence
of long-range magnetic order at ambient pressure, the
consensus is that FeSe serves as a platform for diverse
competing magnetic interactions such as Néel, stripe, or
staggered-type antiferromagnetic interactions17–20. Ap-
plying hydrostatic pressure around 2 GPa induces stripe-
type long-range order into the system21. Besides in-
ducing long-range magnetic order into the system, the
pressure-temperature phase diagram also reveals that
pressure suppresses nematicity while superconducting Tc

is enhanced by factor four21,22. Both spin and orbital de-
grees of freedom are supposed to play a key role in this
phase diagram23.

In this work, using DFT, we investigate the coupling
of spin and orbital degrees of freedom, thus the interplay
of electronic structure and magnetic properties of FeSe
in its parent phase. Using field theory, we then consider
the implications of such coupling, seeking to ’capture the
missing correlation’ in standard DFT nonmagnetic calcu-
lations. This investigation is articulated into three parts.

In the first part (Sec.III), we systematically study how
the electronic structure from conventional DFT, and spe-
cifically the bandwidths of the dxy and dxz/yz orbital-
derived bands, is modified when adding on-site magnet-
ization, Hubbard U and Hund’s J . Remarkably, we find
that a reasonable comparison with experimental data
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is obtained for phases hosting a magnetic order, either
SAFM or staggered dimer. This is in agreement with a
finite on-site magnetization that minimizes the DFT en-
ergy. However, experiments do not support the existence
of a macroscopic spin order at ambient pressure.

In the second part (Sec.IV), we compute within DFT
the magnetic formation energy as a function of the local
magnetic moment for varying pressure, so probe the en-
ergy landscape of different magnetic interactions. Since
the local magnetic moment affects orbital occupation,
these calculations provide insight into the role of the or-
bital degree of freedom, as highlighted in Refs. 24,25.
We map these results onto a Heisenberg-like Hamilto-
nian26–28 to find a non-trivial dependence of the spin-
exchange parameters on the local magnetic moments,
which points to a strong coupling of the spin and orbital
degrees of freedom.

The implications of this strong coupling are considered
in the third part (Sec.V) at the many-body level, thus
including collective phenomena, using field-theory mod-
eling. We formulate a theory which describes the spin
and orbital collective fluctuations as two coupled 2D clas-
sical degrees of freedom, described by Kosteritz-Thouless
(KT) type theories. Our model can capture highly non-
local features and in particular can host mesoscopic pat-
terns of orbital configurations, i.e. vortexes in KT lan-
guage. The motivation of our study, looking towards
mesoscopic domains/patterns, comes also from recent
experimental reports where nanoscopic Griffiths phases
were found in FeSe29.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The plane wave pseudopotential suite QUANTUM
ESPRESSO30,31 is used to perform fully self-consistent
DFT-based electronic structure calculations by solving
the standard Kohn-Sham (KS) equations. Ultrasoft
pseudopotentials from the PSlibrary32 are used for Fe
and Se atoms. Kinetic-energy cut-offs are fixed to 55 Ry
for electronic wave functions after performing rigorous
convergence tests.

The electronic exchange-correlation is treated under
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) that is
parametrized by Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof (PBE) func-
tional33,34. Hubbard’s parameters used in the DFT+U
calculations are determined from a piecewise linear-
ity condition implemented through linear-response the-
ory35, based on Density Functional Perturbation Theory
(DFPT)36 as implemented in QUANTUM ESPRESSO.
A dense q-mesh grid of 3×3×3 is considered for the
DFPT calculation. We have obtained a Hubbard U of
6.90 eV.

Supercell of size 2×2×1 is used to calculate mag-
netic moment-dependent energies in different magnetic
phases like ferromagnetic (FM), checkerboard antiferro-
magnetic (CAFM), striped antiferromagnetic (SAFM)
and staggered dimer (SD). We adopt the Monkhorst-

Pack scheme37 to sample the Brillouin zone in k-space
with 8×8×8 grid. Band unfolding technique as imple-
mented in BandUPpy module was used to get primitive
cell band structure from supercell magnetic lattice38–40.
The coordinates are optimized for each magnetic

phase. Geometry optimization has been performed
using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfrab-Shanno (BFGS)
scheme41. The experimental lattice parameters (a, b =
3.7698 Å, c =5.5163Å and zSe = 0.2576) are used as
starting values. The Convergence threshold of 10−8 and
10−3 are used on total energy (a.u) and forces (a.u) re-
spectively for ionic minimization. High-pressure struc-
tures are obtained by enthalpy (H = U +PV ) minimiza-
tion under externally applied hydrostatic pressure. Fixed
volume coordinate optimization calculation has been per-
formed with long-range magnetic order at all pressures.
Energy penalty functional is used to perform the con-

strained magnetic moment calculations. The penalty
term is incorporated into total energy by weight λ as:
Etotal = ELSDA+

∑
i λ(Mi−M0

i )
2, where i is the atomic

index for Fe atoms and M0
i is the targeted local mag-

netic moment at atom i. The value of λ is fixed to
25Ry/µ2

B after performing a convergence test, constrain-
ing the magnetic moment of Fe at a particular value. The
angular dependence of energy is calculated by performing
fully noncollinear first-principles calculations.

III. BANDWIDTH RENORMALIZATION

We present the results for the three t2g orbital-derived
bands, dxy, dxz, dxy which are dominant to the hole-like
bands crossing the Fermi level around Γ point. We em-
ploy DFT (without and with spin polarization), DFT+U ,
DFT+J both in the nonmagnetic (NM) case and assum-
ing striped antiferromagnetic (SAFM) or staggered dimer
(SD) order. We focus on the band dispersion, along the
Γ−M direction, and consider the difference between the
maximum and the minimum band energy which in what
follows we refer to simply as bandwidth. It has been ob-
served from ARPES experiments, that conventional non-
magnetic DFT strongly overestimates the bandwidth of
both dxy and dxz/yz bands. Here, we observe the effect
of the on-site Hubbard repulsion, of Hund’s J , which
is predicted to play an important role for FeSe com-
pounds13,23, and SAFM and SD order. Though FeSe
does not present a long-range magnetic order—contrary
to ICSs which mostly order magnetically—the SAFM has
been observed to be the dominant magnetic fluctuation in
FeSe18 and SAFM order appears in the system at higher
pressures42. We also considered the SD phase which has
been predicted theoretically to be slightly lower in en-
ergy than SAFM.43 Results of the bandwidth of the t2g
orbital-derived bands are summarised in Table-I.
NM GGA and GGA+U. The values calculated at the

NM GGA level, 834.8 meV, and 572.8 meV for dxy and
dxz/yz respectively, are in agreement with7. As already

reported8, the bandwidth of these bands are strongly
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Table I: Approximate values of bandwidth (in meV) along the
Γ−M direction of the dxy, dxz, dxy orbital derived bands at
different levels of the theory and for different magnetic phases.

Non Magnetic GGA/GGA+U

Orbital GGA U = 3.45 eV U = 6.90 eV -

dxy 834.8 698.5 565.8 -

dxz/yz 572.8 632.2 681.1 -

Spin polarized GGA/GGA+U

Orbital GGA U = 3.45 eV U = 6.90 eV -

dxy 645.1 579.8 160.7 -

dxz/yz 436.5 468.0 995.3 -

Spin polarized GGA+J

Orbital J = 0.05 eV J = 0.10 eV J = 0.20 eV J = 0.35 eV

dxy 621.7 600.6 555.4 454.0

dxz/yz 429.5 426.0 415.5 398.1

Spin polarized with long-range magnetic order

Orbital SAFM U = 1.0 eV U = 2.0 eV U = 3.4 eV

dxy 227.8 202.9 238.9 430.2

dxz/yz 271.1 476.4 551.7 636.1

Orbital J = 0.05 eV J = 0.10 eV J = 0.20 eV J = 0.50 eV

dxy 272.1 303.8 447.8 712.9

dxz/yz 256.7 274.2 274.6 356.4

overestimated compared to experiments. Next, we add
Hubbard U correlation, using for U both the value de-
termined from DFPT and half of such value, to study
the dependence of the bandwidth on U . The determ-
ined U value for FeSe within DFPT stands at 6.90 eV,
surpassing the 4.06 eV derived from constrained random
phase approximation.44,45. The effect of U is strongly
orbital dependent: by increasing U , the bandwidth of
dxy decreases whereas the of dxz/yz increases compared
to NM GGA. The simple correction using a mean-field U
is insufficient here due to the multi-orbital, multi-band
nature of the system.

Spin polarized GGA and GGA+U. By just considering
spin polarization the bandwidth of NM GGA is renorm-
alised by about a factor 1.3. As in the NM case, U is
orbital selective. The bandwidth of the dxy derived band
is renormalised to 160.7 meV at U = 6.90 eV, while the
bandwidth of dxz/yz increases to the value of 995.3 meV.
Spin polarized GGA+J : Adding increasing Hund’s J

show a renormalization of bandwidth of the t2g orbital-
derived bands. At J = 0.35 eV, the bandwidth of dxy and
dxz/yz is reduced to 454.0 meV and 398.1 meV respect-
ively. However, when further increasing J the nature
of the bands changes bringing the calculated bandstruc-
ture in qualitative disagreement with the experimental
observations. The combined addition of Hubbard U and
Hund’s J (results not shown) does not bring any improve-
ment in applying the correction separately.

Long range magnetic order GGA, GGA+U, GGA+J :
The bandwidth of both dxy and dxz/yz orbitals are renor-
malised to 272.1 meV and 256.7 meV respectively in
SAFM phase. As previously observed, the addition of
U is orbital selective, at least in the case of ”small” U .

For U=1 eV, the bandwidth of dxy decreases to 202.9
eV and the dxz/yz bandwidth increases to 476.4 eV. In-
stead, larger values of U in combination with magnetic
ordering cause an increase of the bandwidth of both the
orbitals. The addition of a small Hund’s J (0.05 eV) in-
creases the bandwidth of dxy slightly to 271.1 meV and
decreases that of dxz/yz to 256.7 meV. As for the Hub-
bard parameters, larger values of J in combination with
magnetic ordering cause an increase of the bandwidth of
both the orbitals. These results indicate that consider-
ing the magnetic ordering, also accounts for most of the
effects of adding the Hubbard U and Hund’s J .

Table II: Comparison of bandwidth (in meV) from different
methods

Orbital DFT+DMFT DFT@SAFM DFT@SD Expt.

dxy 225.0 227.8 169.8 37.5

dxz/yz 200.0 271.1 367.8 155.0

Table-II compares the bandwidth we calculated within
GGA in the SAFM and SD long-range magnetic order,
with those obtained from DFT+DMFT12 and experi-
mentally observed values. The bandwidth of dxy ob-
tained from DFT+DMFT is 225.0 meV, very close to the
value 227.8 meV we obtained assuming a SAFMmagnetic
order. The bandwidth is further reduced to 169.8 meV
by assuming the SD magnetic order. All these values are
still too large by a factor 4–6 compared with the value of
37.5 meV extracted from experiments.8 The calculated
bandwidth of the dxz/yz band is 200.0 meV, 271.1 meV,
and 367.8 meV for DFT+DMFT and assuming a SAFM
and SD magnetic order respectively. This is closer to the
value extracted from the experimental which is about
155.0 meV. Then, assuming a long-range magnetic order
has a similar effect as introducing strong electron cor-
relation through DMFT. Both DFT+DMFT and DFT
with a long-range magnetic order predict the bandwidth
of the dxy and dxz/yz orbital-derived bands to be of the
same order and so overestimating by a factor 4–6 larger
the bandwidth of the dxy band.

IV. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

We consider four different magnetic phases: ferromag-
netic (FM), checkerboard antiferromagnetic (CAFM),
striped antiferromagnetic (SAFM) and staggered dimer
(SD). The three antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations
are shown in Fig.1(a,b,c). In the checkerboard phase
[Fig.1(a)], the nearest neighbor (NN) spins are anti-
parallel to each other. In the striped phase [Fig.1(b)],
sites with the same spin form a stripe between stripes of
opposite spin so that the next nearest neighbor (NNN)
spins are antiparallel. In the staggered dimer phase, as
the name suggests, sites with the same spin form dimers
and (NN) dimers have opposite spins. For each phase,
at different hydrostatic pressures, we calculate the de-
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pendence of magnetic formation energy on the local mag-
netic moment (part IVA). With such calculations, one
can probe the magnetic phase in a high-spin or low-spin
state and identify possible metastable states within the
subspace of a given constrained magnetic moment. Then,
we map these results into a Heisenberg model (part IVB)
and study the dependence of the spin-exchange paramet-
ers on the local magnetic moment at different hydrostatic
pressures. Since changing the local magnetic moment
corresponds to changing the orbital configuration, these
calculations allow us to investigate the coupling of the
orbital and spin degrees of freedom. Finally, we inspect
the density of states (DOS) close to the Fermi energy
(part IVC).

J1 J1

J2

(a) CAFM (c) SD(b) SAFMFe Fe

J2

Figure 1: Spin arrangement in FeSe magnetic lattice: (a)
checkerboard antiferromagnetic (CAFM), (b) striped antifer-
romagnetic (SAFM), and (c) staggered dimer (SD). The red
and green circles represent Fe atoms in the lattice with up
and down spin respectively. The black dashed lines high-
light the AFM square (sub)lattice. The SAFM phase can
be imagined as two interpenetrating AFM square sublattices.
J1 and J2 are the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest
neighbor (NNN) spin-exchange parameters in the Heisenberg
model (see Sec. IVB).

A. Magnetic formation energy dependence on
magnetization

The magnetic formation energy, ∆E, of a magnetic
phase is defined as the energy difference per atom
between the system in the magnetic phase (at a mag-
netic moment M) and the non-magnetic phase. A mag-
netic phase is energetically favourable when ∆E < 0.
In Fig. 2, we plot the magnetic formation energy, ∆E,
against the magnetic momentM at different values of the
applied pressure for the considered magnetic phases. In
the following discussion, we distinguish a low ( 0.2µB ≤
M ≤ 0.6µB), intermediate ( 0.6µB ≤ M ≤ 1.4µB ) and
high ( 1.4µB ≤ M ≤ 3.0µB) magnetization region. Cor-
respondingly to these regions, we also refer to low-spin
(LS) and high-spin (HS) states as low values of Fe local
magnetization correspond to a low-spin state configura-
tion of the Fe atom, while high values of Fe local mag-
netization correspond to a high-spin state configuration.

At ambient pressure (Fig.2(a)), in the LS state, the
FM and the SD phases are the competing stable phases.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Dependence of the magnetic formation energy
with the local magnetic moment in (a) at ambient pressure
(P), and with pressure (b) P = 2.0 GPa, (c) P = 4.0 GPa,
(d) P = 6.0 GPa.
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At M = 0.2µB , the FM phase is the only (slightly) en-
ergetically favourable phase (∆E = −4.32 meV). As the
local magnetic moment is increased to 0.6µB , a magnetic
transition from FM to SD occurs and the SD phase be-
comes stable, while the FM becomes unstable. Between
1.0–1.2µB , the other AFM phases become stable and the
three AFM phases are nearly degenerate. In the HS
state, the AFM are stable (up to 2.8 µB) and reach their
minimum. The energy minima for SD (∆E = −45.72
meV) and CAFM (∆E = − 63.5 meV) are found for a
magnetization around 2.0µB . SAFM is the most stable
with ∆E = −93.2 meV around a magnetization of 2.3µB .
As these energies are much larger in absolute value than
the transition temperature (or even room temperature),
these calculations predict that these magnetic phases
should be thermally stable. In contrast, the experimental
phase diagram of FeSe at ambient pressure shows no long-
range magnetic order phases although fluctuations—both
of SAFM at (π,0) and CAFM at (π,π)—have been ob-
served in neutron scattering measurements over a wide
energy range18. Also, the observed magnetic moment in
the experiment is 2.28µB which is close to the optimal
magnetic moment of Fe we predict in the SAFM phase.

At a pressure P = 2.0 GPa [Fig.2(b)], the FM and the
SD are unstable at all values of the magnetization. Thus,
no stable phases are observed at low spin (though we
did not include spin-orbit coupling which can potentially
stabilize the FM or SD phase). The magnetic formation
energy minima of the CAFM and SAFM are reduced in
absolute value (∆E = −29.2 meV and ∆E = −54.1 meV
respectively). According to these calculations then, the
SAFM phase should be stable, in agreement with what
observed experimentally21 at low temperatures. Also,
the CAFM fluctuations should thus be still observable
at this pressure. Further, the reduced energy differ-
ence CAFM-SAFM difference can allow spin-flip pro-
cesses between these two phases.

As the pressure is increased to 4.0 GPa [Fig.2(c)], the
absolute values of the magnetization formation energy
of CAFM and SAFM are reduced further to ∆E = −
6.4 meV and ∆E = −32.6 meV. At pressure 6.0 GPa,
the CAFM phase is unstable throughout the range of
magnetic moment [Fig.2(d)]. The majority of the striped
fluctuations are eliminated and the energy minimum is
shifted to ∆E = −-9.3 meV. Consequently, in agreement
with experiments long-range magnetic order disappears
at about 6.0 GPa.

Table.III shows how the optimal value of the magnetic
moment in CAFM and SAFM phase decreases when in-
creasing the pressure.

B. Heisenberg model Hamiltonian

We map the total energies for the considered phases
into a Heisenberg-like model including nonlinear terms:

H = J1

∑
ij=NN

S⃗i·S⃗j+J2

∑
ij=NNN

S⃗i·S⃗j–K
∑

ij=NN

(S⃗i·S⃗j)
2, (1)

Table III: Calculated optimal local magnetic moment of Fe (in
µB) for the checkerboard (CAFM) and striped (SAFM) anti-
ferromagnetic phases for increased applied hydrostatic pres-
sure. Here, optimal magnetization is the magnetization cor-
responding to the minimum value of the magnetization form-
ation energy for the given phase. For increasing pressure,
the optimal local magnetic moment of Fe decreases for both
phases.

Pressure (GPa) CAFM SAFM

0.0 2.08 2.32

2.0 1.78 1.99

4.0 1.70 1.91

6.0 1.60 1.83

where J1, J2 and K represent NN, NNN and bi-quadratic

exchange interaction parameters respectively. S⃗i, S⃗j are
spin magnetic moment at site i and j respectively. We
choose not to include the third nearest neighbor term
J3 since it was found to be significantly smaller than
J1(J2 or K) for FeSe28. AFM (FM) states are defined by
positive (negative) J1, J2.
The bi-quadratic term, K, is calculated from a series

of non-collinear calculations performed by varying the
angle, θ, between two magnetic sublattices17,26 in the
SAFM phase (see Fig. 1). The K parameter is then ex-
tracted by fitting the angular energy dependence E(θ)
with

E(θ)− E(0) = 2K sin2 θ. (2)

Figure 3 presents the dependence of the spin-exchange
parameters on the magnetic moment at different applied
hydrostatic pressures (we consider the effective value for
the NN and NNN parameters, Ji×M2, i = 1, 2). Table IV
summarises the results for two values of the magnetiza-
tion: the optimal magnetization—defined as the mag-
netization corresponding to the minimum value of the
magnetization formation energy for all the considered
phases—and M = 1.0µB—the magnetization close to
which in Fig. 3(a), J1/2 ∼ J2 ∼ K.
For all pressures, J1/2 and J2, change from negative

to positive when M ≳ 0.6µB (Fig. 3). This corresponds
to what is observed in Fig. 2, where the FM phase is the
most favourable in the LS state and AFM phases for the
intermediate and HS state. For ambient pressure, this is
consistent with an FM to AFM transition (in the SD con-
figuration) as seen in Fig. 2, while at higher pressure all
phases are unstable in the LS state. J1/2 and J2 have the
same behavior and take similar values for the observed
range of magnetization, being nearly degenerate for in-
termediate magnetization values around M = 1.0µB (see
also Table IV). This corresponds to the near degeneracy
of the CAFM and SAFM phases (and SD at ambient
pressure) in Fig. 2. By increasing the pressure, the range
of values that J1/2, J2 takes when varying the magnet-
ization is reduced. The region where they are nearly
degenerate is also reduced.
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At the optimal magnetization (HS state), K (Table IV)
is lower than J1(J2), but still relatively large and sup-
ports different types of magnetic excitation like the SD
phase. At M = 1.0µB , K is very close to J2 and J1/2.
In fact, at ambient pressure and M=1.0µB , the SD phase
is energetically more favourable in comparison to other
magnetic phases. The range of values taken by the bi-
quadratic term K shows relatively little changes with hy-
drostatic pressure (Fig. 3). For all pressures, it increases
from 5-10 meV for LS state to 30-35 meV in the HS
state. A large K according to the three-orbital Hubbard
model46,47 originates from large hopping between unoc-
cupied and occupied orbitals on neighboring magnetic
ions. Its dependence on the ratio of the hopping para-
meters rather than their absolute values may explain the
relatively little variation in K as a function of pressure.
As a consequence of the little variation with pressure,
while at ambient pressure K is remarkably different than
J1/2, J2—being larger in the intermediate magnetiza-
tion and almost half in the HS state—at higher pres-
sures takes values in a similar range, as can be seen from
Table IV. The relative strength of the NNN and NN ex-
change couplings J2/J1 and of the biquadratic and NN
exchange couplings K/J1 can help interpret the phase
diagram. J2/J1 is a measure for the competition between
the CAFM and SAFM phases, K/J1 indicates the pres-
ence of magnetic fluctuations in the HS state.

Table IV: Calculated exchange energies parameters (J1, J2,
K in Eq. 1) at optimal magnetization (corresponding to HS
state) and at M = 1.0µB (corresponding to LS state). Here,
optimal magnetization is the magnetization corresponding to
the minimum value of the magnetization formation energy for
all the considered phases. The ratios J2/J1 and K/J1 are also
reported.

P (GPa) M (µB) J1 (meV) J2 (meV) K (meV) J2/J1 K/J1

0.0 2.3 110.82 60.37 34.66 0.54 0.31

2.0 2.0 76.70 41.83 31.88 0.55 0.41

4.0 1.9 70.30 39.04 28.67 0.55 0.40

6.0 1.8 57.94 32.61 25.25 0.56 0.43

0.0 1.0 33.42 16.92 16.99 0.51 0.51

2.0 1.0 23.66 12.91 14.71 0.55 0.62

4.0 1.0 22.02 12.34 13.66 0.56 0.62

6.0 1.0 20.84 11.98 12.54 0.57 0.60

Figure 4 presents the dependence of the relative
strength of exchange coupling J2/J1 on pressure and
magnetization for M ≥ 1.0µB . In the classical 2D
mean field phase diagram the magnetic interactions
J2/J1 ≈ 0.5 corresponds to the boundary between the
SAFM/CAFM phases.48 Within this framework, the res-
ults suggest that a SAFM/CAFM transition may be pos-
sible at ambient pressure and less likely at higher pres-
sures. On the other hand, from a single-particle thermal
occupancy viewpoint the region of lower magnetization
is harder to reach at ambient pressure because the depth
of the energy well associated with the AFM phase at am-
bient pressure is roughly twice that of the value observed

Figure 3: Dependence on magnetic moment (M) of the spin-
exchange parameters J1, J2 and K of the Heisenberg-like
Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 calculated for different applied hydro-
static pressure P (a) at ambient pressure (P = 0), (b) P = 2
GPa, (c) P = 4 GPa, (d) P = 6 GPa. The values of J1, J2

are multiplied by M2.
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Figure 4: Dependence on magnetization M of the ratio,
J2/J1, between the NNN and NN spin-exchange parameters
in Eq. 1 for different values of the applied hydrostatic pres-
sure P . P = 0 corresponds to ambient pressure.

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
Magnetization M (in B/Fe)

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

K
/J 1

 P = 0.0 GPa
 P = 2.0 GPa
 P = 4.0 GPa
 P = 6.0 GPa

Figure 5: Dependence on magnetizationM of the ratio, K/J1,
between the biquadratic and NN spin-exchange parameters in
Eq. 1 for different values of the applied hydrostatic pressure
P . P = 0 corresponds to ambient pressure.

at higher pressure (Fig.2). Moreover, as the pressure
increases the position of the minimum (in Table III) is
moving towards smaller magnetization.

Figure 5 presents the dependence of K/J1 on magnetic
moment and pressure is presented. At ambient pres-
sure, a high value of K/J1 (≈0.31) in a high spin state
means there is room for magnetic fluctuations. At higher
pressure K/J1 further increases. Considering the concur-
rent reduction of the energy difference between magnetic
phases, this indicates that magnetic fluctuations are in-
creasingly likely and strong. As a consequence, the mean-
field theory approach is insufficient and one has to turn
to methods that account for collective phenomena. In
Sec.V we build on the DFT results of this and the previ-
ous section, using a field-theory approach to capture the
effect of fluctuations.

C. Orbital resolved Density of States

Figure 6 presents the orbital resolved (spin-)DOS of
the t2g 3d orbitals for the FM and CAFM and SAFM
phases for different applied hydrostatic pressure. These
orbitals are those which contribute the most at the Fermi
surface (see Fig. 12). In the FM phase, the orbital re-
solved spin-DOS is calculated at 0.2µB for which FM is
predicted as the most stable phase (Fig. 2)—that is in
a LS state. For the CAFM, SAFM phases, the orbital
resolved DOS is calculated at the phase optimal mag-
netization reported in Table III—that is in an HS state.

dxy

dxy

dxy

dxz/yz

dxz/yz

dxz/yz

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

(f)(e)

Figure 6: Orbital resolved spin density of states (DOS) of
dxy and dxz/yz in different magnetic phases - FM: (a), (b);
CAFM: (c), (d); SAFM: (e), (f) respectively, with pressure.

At ambient pressure, the dxy down-spin channel con-
tributes dominantly to the occupied states near Fermi
level of the FM phase [Fig. 6(a)]. As pressure is increased,
there is an increment in partial DOS in up-spin channel.
For the dxz/yz [Fig. 6(b)], the up/down channels contri-
bution is similar at the Fermi level and there are no sub-
stantial changes when pressure is increased. Looking at
the overall energy range, there is a shift in the peak for
the up-spin channel when increasing pressure that cor-
responds to a reduction in the spin-exchange parameters
(see Fig. 3). This indicates reduced FM fluctuations with
increased pressure.
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Figure 6(d) shows that there is a significant contribu-
tion from only dxz/yz orbital in the partial DOS at Fermi
level in CAFM phase at ambient pressure. The partial
DOS of dxy orbital at Fermi level is negligible [Fig.6(c)].
Increasing the pressure does not change the contribution
at the Fermi level substantially. With pressure, the peak
below the Fermi level of dxz/yz is slightly reduced and
shifted to lower energies and the smaller peak below the
Fermi level for dxy increases.
At ambient pressure, in the SAFM phase, both the

t2g and eg orbitals contribute to the DOS at the Fermi
level [Fig.12(C)]. The dxz/yz has the highest contribu-
tion whereas the dxy has the lowest. Increasing pres-
sure, the contribution dxy becomes roughly equal to that
of dxz/yz while the contribution from eg orbitals is sup-
pressed [Fig. 12(C)].

The overall picture that emerges from the evolution of
partial DOS with pressure is the exclusivity of the dxz/yz
orbitals in the CAFM phase and conversely, the key role
played by the dxy orbital in the FM and SAFM. In par-
ticular, the enhanced dxy partial DOS with pressure cor-
relates with the reduction of FM fluctuations in the LS
phase and the emergence of long-range SAFM order in
the HS state.

V. 2D EFFECTIVE FIELD-THEORY MODEL

Experimentally, long-range spin order is observed
between 2-6 GPa. While the DFT calculations correctly
predict the disappearance of long magnetic order around
6 GPa, they showed a propensity towards the formation
of sAFM order below 2 GPa in contrast with the experi-
mental findings. In particular, DFT results indicate that
i) the bandwidth of the d orbitals at the Fermi energy is
the closest to the experiment when long-range magnetic
order is considered and ii) the value of spin-exchange
parameters J1,2 is larger while K/J is smaller at zero
than at finite applied pressure. In what follows, we put
forward a classical two-dimensional (2D) spin model to
reconcile the DFT results with the experimental findings.

Using a 2D model is justified by FeSe being a layered
material, with a strong anisotropy of the spin-exchange
parameters J , which is reflected in the spin anisotropy.
The classical treatment of the spin degrees of freedom
is justified because, due to its multi-orbital nature, FeSe
is neither fully itinerant nor fully spin-localized. Then,
a fraction of spin is localized, but spins can gradually
change their amplitude and orientation due to free flow
back and forth into the itinerant bath, which can be de-
scribed classically49.

A. Hamiltonian for the orbital degrees of freedom

The DFT calculations show a strong dependence of
the spin-exchange parameters on the local on-site mag-
netization, which points to a strong coupling between

the spin and orbital degrees of freedom: varying the on-
site magnetization is equivalent to selecting the spin con-
figurations (high-spin or low-spin) of the Fe d-orbitals.
Then, to model the high-spin or low-spin dependence into
the effective low-energy theory, we introduce a Hamilto-
nian for the d orbital degrees of freedom. We take
fermionic annihilation operators cσξ(i) at a site i with
spin σ and orbital ξ indexes and notice that the fluc-
tuation of orbital content by analogy with spin space
operators will correspond to a bosonic operator defined

as bi = c†σξ(i)c−σξ±1(i). From Fig. 2, we observe that
the energy difference between the lowest magnetic and
the non-magnetic configuration can be fitted as a co-
sine of the spin-magnetization |S|, −WL cos(δ|S|) with
δ|S| = |S| − |S|0. Remarkably, WL strongly depends on
pressure, with WL at ambient pressure being approxim-
ately twice the WL at 2 GPa.
We then consider a basis of on-site localised bosonic

states associated with the d-orbital fluctuations and
define the following Hamiltonian in terms of creation and

annihilation operators bi, b
†
i

Horb = −WL

∑
i

(b†i bi+1 + h.c.) + JH
∑
i

b†i bib
†
i bi, (3)

with a next-neighbor hopping-like term (strictly speaking
the cosine dependence −WL cos(δ|S|) defines an analog
of a ξ−distortion potential and then following analogy
with elasticity we define ”elastic” modes of fluctuation
in orbital space, we take that the origin of these is loc-
ally modified tight-binding parameter δt ∼ δ|S|) WL and
a quadratic JH Hund’s exchange term.13 In this simple
tight-biding model, the hopping parameter is exactly the
high-spin/low-spin energy difference that can be fitted
from the curves in Fig. 2. The cosine fit works well, so we
can restrict ourselves to nearest-neighbor tight-binding
approximation, although in principle field theory does
not require it.
Since orbital fluctuations are confined to the 2D plane

and can be assumed as continuous, classical variables, we
follow Villain50 to re-write the Hamiltonian in terms of
bosonic fields:

Horb =

∫∫
dx dy

(
WL(∇θL)

2 + JH(∇ϕL)
2 + yL cosϕL

)
(4)

where θL(x, y) is the orbital field, related to the local
density of b-bosons, ∇xθL ∝ b†(x)b(x), ϕL(x, y) is the
canonically conjugated field and yL is the fugacity. The
fugacity parameter, yL ∝ exp(−ϵβWL), is related to
the temperature 1/β and the low-spin/high-spin energy
difference WL.

51 The factor ϵ is the analog of the re-
lative permittivity in 2D electric gas. The key differ-
ence with the usual Villain Hamiltonian is that due to
the presence of strong correlations, the fluctuations of
canonically conjugated ϕL field appear, which modifies
the value of ϵ.52 Namely, in the original Kosterlitz and
Thouless picture ϵ = π2/2, including vortex screening53

gives ϵ = 3/π, while including the canonically conjug-
ated term, one that is proportional to JH , gives an extra
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factor (WL/JH + 2)/(2(WL/JH + 1) to ϵ. The cosine
term in Eq. 4 has been introduced in the 2D context by
Villain50 to capture low-energy large-angle fluctuations.
Because of the latter term, the Hamiltonian hosts vortex
excitations. The vortex excitations manifest physically
as regions of gradually lower spin magnetization in an
overall high-spin background.

The value of yL determines the system’s behavior.54,55

This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for JH = 0.6 eV—which was
calculated for FeSe—13 where yL is shown as a function
of the temperature 1/β and WL. In the region below the
green plane (yL = 0.054) the system is below the vor-
tex regime and physics is dominated by density waves.
Above yL = 0.054, the vortex system undergoes a crys-
tallization transition. Long-range magnetic order is then
allowed in the high-spin regions between vortexes. In the
region between the green and the gray planes, the vor-
texes form a rigid network, long-range magnetic order is
allowed in the high-spin regions between vortexes. Above
the gray plane, vortexes move freely and static long-range
magnetic order is destroyed. Extracting the values of WL

from Fig. 2, we found that slightly above 100K, FeSe is in
the density wave region at p = 0, while at p = 2 GPa is
in the vortex crystal phase. At larger pressure and lower
WL, the system is in the free vortex regime.

This result from the model agrees with the experi-
mental observation of long-range magnetic order being
observed in FeSe for intermediate pressures, while absent
at ambient pressure and above 6 GPa. Further, the above
model provides a rationale for the tendency in the DFT
results to long-range magnetic order at ambient pressure
which is not observed experimentally. The long-range
magnetic order is suppressed by the orbital vortex form-
ation because of the coupling of the spin with ”random-
ness” present in the orbital degrees of freedom. In Fig.7
we show that this randomness is present at ambient pres-
sure, but at higher pressure the orbital sector orders. The
suppression of the long-range spin order by vortex forma-
tion cannot be captured in standard DFT calculations on
a (magnetic) unit cell and the long-range magnetic order
is favored over the non-magnetic configuration both en-
ergetically and when considering the electronic structure
close to the Fermi level. On the other hand, when DFT
on large supercells are used, it has been shown16 that
random-spin configurations are energetically more favor-
able than the non-magnetic ordered ones, in agreement
with the model above.

B. Hamiltonian for the spin degrees of freedom

As noticed previously, the strong dependence on the
spin-magnetization of the spin-exchange coefficients of
the reduced Heisenberg Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 indicates
a strong coupling of the spin and orbital degrees of free-
dom. Considering the above model for the orbital degrees
of freedom (Eq. 4), the local variations of ∇ϕL modify
the local parameters of spin fluctuations ⟨∇ϕL(xi)⟩ ≠

Figure 7: Shaded blue-to-red surface show, for our chosen
JH , the orbital vortex fugacity yL as a function of orbital
fluctuations bandwidth WL and temperature T . Green and
gray planes are the lower and upper limits of the vortex crystal
phase, respectively. We show the location of p = 0 (red dot)
and p ≥ 2GPa (black dot). The red dot is just below the green
plane hence in the regime where bound pairs of vortexes exist
but become dilute in the thermodynamic limit (x, y → ∞),
while the black dot is well inside the vortex crystal phase
where topological orbital excitations are ordered and their
number is constant.

0 =⇒ δJ(xi) and hence the local energy of the spin
system. In a mean-field picture J(x)S(x)S(x ± 1) ≈
JavrS(x)S(x ± 1) + δJ(x)S(x)⟨S(x)⟩, namely the spin-
exchange parameters J result by averaging over the or-
bital degrees of freedom and the variations of ∇ϕL res-
ult in an effective magnetic field h(x, y) = δJ(x)⟨S(x)⟩.
Then, the Hamiltonian for the spin degrees of freedom
coupled with the orbital degrees of freedom consists of a
Heisenberg-like model, including a quadratic term (sim-
ilar to Eq. 1), and an additional term depending on
h(x, y):

Hs(+L) =
∑
ij

JijS⃗i · S⃗j −K
∑
i

(S⃗i · S⃗i±1)
2+ (5)

+ h(x, y)(Sx(x, y) + Sy(x, y)).

The spatial distribution of h(x, y) in Eq. 5 may be either
random (for orbital density fluctuation regime at P = 0)
or periodic (for vortex crystal, P ≥ 2GPa). In the lat-
ter case, one expects the opening of Bragg-mini gaps in
the spin excitation spectrum at appropriate magnetic re-
duced Brillouin zone boundaries. In the former case,
one expects rare, randomly positioned areas of the low-
spin state which will induce a variation of J(nL) hence
disorder-induced localization. This is true not only when
the potential associated with h changes abruptly and
thus the long-range spin-order is destroyed by backscat-
tering, but also for a sufficiently smooth potential, such
that forward scattering dominates. It can be shown56

that h(x, y) introduces exponential decay pre-factor in
front of any spin-spin correlation functions, and thus only
a short-range spin-order is possible. A more advanced
and quantitative treatment of spin and orbital fluctu-
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Figure 8: Renormalization factor α of velocity as a function
of coupling between single carriers and orbital fluctuations
gel−L and distance from chemical potential ω.

ations based on the full solution of the renormalization
group equation is postponed to further study.

C. Renormalization of the electronic structure

The orbital fluctuations from Eq. 4 couple with the
electronic degrees of freedom and can renormalize the
electronic structure (e.g. from DFT calculations) by re-
ducing the band dispersion. The coupling between a
propagating electron and a boson describing local fluctu-
ation of orbital content can be treated like any electron-
boson coupling. In particular, electron-phonon coupling
leading to the emergence of polarons is the most explored,
and we shall use those results here to obtain band renor-
malization. We follow the standard Feynmann path in-
tegral prescription to compute the polaronic effect, but
with the boson-boson interaction accounted for. Since
we do not know the amplitude of electron-boson coup-
ling, gel−L we take it as a free parameter and plot the
reduction of the electron velocity αV (thus a reduction of
the band curvature) as a function of gel−L. In principle,
this coupling can be determined from first principles fol-
lowing Ref.57.

The result is presented in Fig. 8. Close to Fermi en-
ergy (ω = 0 eV), the observed velocity can be reduced by
30% for gel−L ∼ 0.2. As one moves away from the Fermi
energy the renormalization factor goes to 1—no renor-
malization. The strong energy dependence implies that
the effect should be distinguishable from the Hubbard U
mechanisms of bandwidth renormalization and that care
needs to be taken if one attempts to infer the bandwidth
from a partial dispersion relation.

We expect the renormalization to be larger for the
band with dxy character because of concurrent effects.
First, this band has the smallest DFT dispersion and
the dispersion enters into the denominator of the dimen-
sionless coupling ∝ gel−L. Second, by construction, the
orbital field θL in Eq. 4 is zero at high spin and max-
imum at low spin state when the occupancy of the dxy
orbital changes from 1 to 0 (while the occupancy of the
degenerate dxz,yz changes by a fraction between 1 to 2).

Then, dxy is most affected by orbital fluctuation and as
such we expect a larger reduction in the bandwidth than
for dxz,yz. This is consistent with what was observed in
ARPES experiments.
For the above-given renormalization effect, we only

considered the first two terms in Eq. 4, i.e. orbital occu-
pancy density waves. In principle also electrons couple
to the vortexes described by the last term in Eq. 4. The
reason we did not consider this last term is that a the-
ory for such coupling is not available, although one can
anticipate that the coupling is the largest for electron dis-
persion close to the Γ point (due to the k−dependence of
the Fourier-transform of a solitonic wave) and that there
are several satellites separated by ∼ 0.1 e, which may be
visible in experimental spectra.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using DFT at the generalized gradient approxima-
tion level, we calculated the dependence of the mag-
netic formation energy of FeSe on the local magnet-
ization for different magnetic phases and we mapped
the results into a Heisenberg-like Hamiltonian with two
main outcomes. First, we observed a strong depend-
ence of the spin-exchange parameters extracted from the
Heisenberg-like Hamiltonian on the local on-site magnet-
ization which points to a strong coupling between spin and
orbital degrees of freedom. Second, we obtained stable
antiferromagnetic orderings at ambient pressure. The
latter result is consistent with the results we obtained
for the electronic structure, where assuming an antifer-
romagnetic ordering renormalizes the bandwidth of the
d-bands, bringing it closer to the ARPES results. On the
other hand, this propensity towards an antiferromagnetic
phase is in disagreement with experimental results where
magnetic ordering is observed only for a pressure of 2
GPa or larger.
We argued that though a thermodynamically stable

long-range magnetic order at ambient pressure has not
been detected, the DFT results may indicate the exist-
ence of a short magnetic order convoluted with slow vari-
ations of spin amplitude at long range. Such an inhomo-
geneous spin pattern would emerge from the strong coup-
ling between the spin and orbital fluctuations and from
the quasi-2D nature of FeSe. Indeed, we showed that the
DFT results can be reconciled with the experimental ob-
servations within a 2D effective field theory which admits
non-trivial, spatially extended topological vortex states.
According to the model, the formation of vortexes both
suppresses the antiferromagnetic phase at ambient pres-
sure and plays a role in renormalizing the bandwidth of
d-band. The existence of mesoscopic structure such as
vortexes is comforted by the recent observation of Grif-
fiths phases29 in FeSe1−xSx.
This 2D effective field-theory model implies the im-

possibility of capturing the bandwidth renormalization
of FeSe close to the Fermi energy uniquely by improv-
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ing the description of electron correlation beyond DFT,
and instead points to the need of accounting for spin and
orbital fluctuations at the mesoscopic scale. Our DFT
results for the electronic structure hint that to partly
reproduce such effect—without resorting to large super-
cells as in Ref.16—a “poor man”-approach would be to
assume an antiferromagnetic ordering. A more sound ap-
proach is to account for the interaction between electrons
and the fluctuations via a polaronic-like model. Our pre-
liminary results show that the electronic structure can
be indeed renormalized up to 30% and the most affected
band would be that with dxy character.

Finally, the 2D effective field-theory model presented
here—or rather a refined version of it based on the full
solution of the renormalization group equation—together
with the results on the existence of an SD magnetic
ordering—which we found to be energetically favored for
intermediate magnetization—can be used to investigate
the origin of the nematic phase in FeSe.
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Appendix A: Evolution of structural parameters
with pressure in different magnetic phases

Evolution of different structural parameters like in-
ternal z position of Se (zSe), c/a ratio and height of the
Se-atom from the Fe-plane (hSe) are presented in Fig.9.
The comparison of our DFT calculated structural para-
meters with experiment is presented in Table V. A linear
increase in zSe with pressure in non-magnetic phase and
with different long range magnetic order is very much
evident from Fig.9(a). At ambient pressure, the calcu-
lated value in non-magnetic phase is very close (slightly
underestimated) to experimental as well as DFT+DMFT
calculated value58–60. Introducing long range order into
the system slightly overestimates the value. At higher
pressures (4GPa), the experimental zSe is very close to
the calculated value with SAFM long range order. Look-
ing at the lattice parameters reveal a decreasing trend
in c/a-ratio with pressure (Fig.9(b)) which is consistent
with experiments. Calculated c/a at ambient pressure
is overestimated by 2% with respect to the experimental
value and very close to DFT+DMFT results. The lattice

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Variation of (a) zSe, (b) c/a and (c) hSe with
pressure in non-magnetic (NM), checkerboard/Neel antiferro-
magnetic (CAFM), and striped AFM (SAFM) phase.

parameters are kept fixed for the calculations with long
range magnetic order. Anion height (hSe) has been found
to be an important factor controlling magnetism as well
as superconductivity in iron based superconductors61.
Therefore, it is worth investigating the variation of hSe

at different magnetic phases with external hydrostatic
pressure. Fig.9(c) shows the variation of hSe with pres-
sure. The variation in NM, CAFM and SAFM phases are
presented with blue, green and red colors respectively. If
we look at the NM phase, it is conspicuous that there is a
gradual increase in hSe with pressure. A steep increase is
evident at lower pressure values which ultimately reaches
almost saturation at pressure greater than 5.0 GPa. Mag-
netic interactions seem to increase hSe to a great extent.
The calculated value of hSe at ambient pressure with op-
timized structure is 1.3927 Å in non magnetic phase. The
value is underestimated by nearly 4% in comparison to
experiments. hSe is increased to 1.4734 Å and 1.4891 Å
in CAFM and SAFM phase respectively. The situation
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Table V: Comparison of structural parameters

Structural parameters DFT(NM) DFT+CAFM DFT+SAFM Experiment

zSe (0 GPa) 0.2550 0.2697 0.2726 0.2660

zSe (4 GPa) 0.2673 0.2790 0.2823 0.2915

c/a (0 GPa) 1.4900 - - 1.4580

c/a (4 GPa) 1.4583 - - 1.4215

hSe (Å) (0 GPa) 1.3927 1.4734 1.4891 1.4502

hSe (Å) (4 GPa) 1.4107 1.4725 1.4904 1.4233

improves as long range order is introduced into the sys-
tem and the value is within 2% of overestimation. The
variation in CAFM phase is marked by an increase in hSe

at P = 1.0 GPa, beyond which it is decreased gradually.
The rate of decrement is faster at pressure greater than
4.0 GPa. In case of SAFM, the nature of variation is
somewhat different in comparison to CAFM. A sudden
increase in hSe is followed by a plateau upto pressure
3.0 GPa. A gradual reduction in hSe just like CAFM is
observed beyond 3.0 GPa. From the above discussion,
it is evident that the structural parameters calculated
via our DFT approach exhibit strong agreement with ex-
perimental results, both in non-magnetic and long-range
magnetic ordered FeSe.

Appendix B: Cosine fits J1,2

One very interesting observation is that effective J1, J2
curves can be well-fitted with a cosine(M) function like
w[− cos(aM + α)+ c], where w is ‘width’ and c is ‘offset’
of the fitted curve. The absolute value of the parameter
w decreases with increase in pressure. This denotes de-
creased Jeff with increased pressure. On the other hand,
the parameter c favors AFM over FM. A gradual increase
in absolute value of c is observed with increased pressure.
This indicates possible FM fluctuation at ambient pres-
sure and higher stability of AFM state at higher pressure
in FeSe.

Appendix C: Bi-quadratic K from non collinear
calculation

The values of ∆E(θ) calculated from non-collinear cal-
culations and their fitting with equation.2 at different
magnetic moments are presented in Fig.11. Simple least
square fitting method is incorporated to extract the value
of K at each magnetic moment. It is evident from Fig.11
that we get a better fit at high spin states in comparison
to the low spin ones.

Appendix D: Spin resolved partial DOS

Spin resolved DOS of t2g and eg orbitals are presented
in Fig.12. Higher partial DOS of t2g in comparison to eg

around the Fermi level is conspicuous in FM and CAFM

Figure 10: Cosine fitting of J1 and J2 curves.

at ambient pressure. All the five d-orbitals have finite
contribution near the Fermi level in case of SAFM. Even
dx2−y2/dz2 have greater contribution in comparison to
dxy around Fermi level. As soon as external pressure is
applied on the system, partial DOS of the eg states are
observed to be quenched.
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Figure 11: Bi-quadraticK at different pressure and magnetic
moment.
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(A) FM (B) CAFM (C) SAFM

Figure 12: Variation of spin resolved partial DOS of all the Fe-3d orbitals with pressure in different magnetic phases.
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